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Sharing Geoscience Online

Many thanks go to the EGU organization and our session conveners to
facilitate this Sharing Geosciences Online session!
We here take the opportunity to briefly expose our ongoing project:
“Refining geodiversity variables for monitoring global mining”.
 Global geodiversity is rapidly changing because many geodiversity components,
such as mining, provide vital ecosystem services.
 Mining of geological, geomorphological, soil and hydrological resources is rapidly
expanding due to increasing societal demands.
 Our aim is to refine existing essential geodiversity variables that can help
measure /and monitor effects of mining on geodiversity and its services.
Here, we provide background information and preliminary results.
Enjoy!
The Geodiversity team of the University of Amsterdam
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Ecosystem Services and Essential Geodiversity Variables
Ecosystem Services
Mining is a well-known example of how society benefits from goods and services
obtained from ecosystems. Mining is strongly related to all geodiversity
components (geology, landforms, soils and hydrology).
Monitoring Global Mining
We need to identify, develop and refine existing Essential Geodiversity Variables
and their associated ecosystem services for monitoring purposes.
Systematic Literature Review (meta-synthesis)
We conducted a systematic literature review (meta-synthesis) with keyword
searches in Scopus and the Web of Science to propose refined EGVs.
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EGVs to be refined
Geological and geomorphological EGVs,
recognized by Schrodt et al. (2019)

Mining is related to all geodiversity components
- Mining geological resources: e.g. gas, oil,
(brown)coal, rare earth’s, elements, minerals,
metals, rocks etc.

coal

sand

- Mining landforms and its materials: surface
deposits: e.g. sediments: sand, gravel, clay , silt
etc.
Agricultural terraces

- Mining soils: e.g. peat extraction, soil organic
carbon extraction, agricultural terrace
construction, soil translocation etc.

artificial lakes

- Mining ‘hydrology’ aquifers, artificial lakes, river
training, estuary closures etc.
Photos ‘mined’ from: https://www.needpix.com/

Mining sites across the world
This combined dataset contains attributes on the location of: rare earth materials /
elements, metals and minerals

GIS data source: United States Geological Survey - https://mrdata.usgs.gov/

Mining and geoconservation: Unesco Global Geoparks
Magma, Norway

Mining activity may
occur in UGGs
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Preliminary refinements to geological EGVs and their link to
associated ecosystem services

Preliminary refinements to geomorphological EGVs and their link to
associated ecosystem services

The need for sand and its potential impacts
•

Sand is mined across the
world in rivers and along
beaches and shelfs for
growing demand of
concrete in an urbanizing
environment

•

Sand mining may lead to
icreased erosion rates,
morphological changes,
loss of fishery,
interference with shipping
etc.

•

Similar overexploitation is
seen in other mining
resources, such as
phosphate

Impacts of sand extraction represented in satellite images of the Umngi River in
northern Bangladesh (Bendixen, Best, et al., 2019)

Sand mining simply cannot remain as unregulated as it is now, or future conflict
and environmental crises will become inevitable. Monitoring using EGVs may
identify/quantify (negative) effects on the environment.
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Remarks / outlook
• Essential Geodiversity Variables provide opportunities to monitor global landscape
change, e.g. due to mining; they need, however, additional input
• Spatial analysis is needed to analyze mining activity versus geodiversity: a global
geodiversity map can be used as input – see below
• Monitoring geodiversity change can support landscape management, conservation,
restoration, biodiversity research and help to preserve ecosystem services

Unpublished global geodiversity index map
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Many thanks for participating and “listening” to this online presentation

We appreciate any feedback, remarks and / or suggestions to improve this
project or to start cooperation

On behalf of the UvA Geodiversity Team,
Harry Seijmonsbergen
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